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This article is supported by...
The Wild Format
guides are intended
to expand awareness
and understanding of
the craziness that can
be created on wide
format digital printing
devices, from floors
to lampshades and
everything in between.
These guides are made
possible by a group of
manufacturers working
together with Digital
Dots. We hope you enjoy
the articles and that you
put into practise what
you learn. If you want to
talk about it, go to our
LinkedIn group at
http://linkdin/
1pkeLH1
Enjoy and Go Wild!

Basics of Colour
Management for Wide
Format Projects
One of the main objectives for colour
management is to get the most out of the
printing device used to print the job. For
a designer or project manager this can be
a challenge because, in the early stages
of design, it’s quite common that neither
the printing press nor the substrate to
be used are known. This means that the
artwork must be created so that the colour
separations and final colour adjustments
can be made once the printing device, ink
and substrate are known and at the very last
minute.
This is important because it gives you the
flexibility to make choices that suit your
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project. If you perform colour separations

addressed as special colours, called spot

for images and other elements in the

colours, in the design stage even if they

artwork very early on, you may be using an

may end up being printed as CMYK only.

ICC profile that has a limited colour gamut

The principle here is to only convert spot

and you can’t easily change your mind later.

colours to CMYK when, and if, necessary.

Once the colours have been converted to

In this way, the colour accuracy for brand

one flavour of CMYK, the maximum gamut

colours will be as accurate as possible for

is limited to that range of CMYK colours.

the specific combination of printing device,

Even if it’s technically possible to convert

ink and substrate used. Many of the latest

from one CMYK gamut to another, the

large format printing devices offer a larger

number of tone values and the gradation

colour gamut than conventional printing

of the images has been compressed in the

methods (like screen, flexo and litho offset),

first conversion, and this can never be fully

so it would be a bit of a shame to reduce

reconstructed.

your colour gamut for your digital prints
early on by converting your artwork for

We suggest keeping your photos in a

conventional analogue print unintentionally.

large gamut, typically RGB, at the design

printing devices can reproduce, so it is

Preview the colours
using an accurate
softproof

very suitable. Use this as the default colour

The best way to preview the colour

gamut for photos. There is another popular

accuracy of a specific piece of artwork is,

RGB colour space, sRGB, but this is much

of course to ask for a colour-managed

smaller than Adobe RGB, and smaller than

hardcopy proof, either using the actual

the gamut of what many high-end printing

printer and substrate which will be used for

devices can reproduce. So, while popular

the final production, or a high end digital

in consumer applications, we wouldn’t

printer calibrated and set up for production

recommend using sRGB in high-quality

of accurate contract proofs. But, to save

print workflows, especially for wide format

time, you can preview your artwork colour-

digital printing where colour gamuts can be

accurately on the monitor as long as you

very high.

have access to a monitor suitable for high-

stage. Adobe RGB is a well-defined colour
space and slightly larger than what most

end softproofing. Those types of monitors
Linework and other design elements,

used to be very, very expensive, perhaps five

especially brand colours and logos, can be

times the cost of normal office monitors.
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Contrary to what many may think it’s actually possible to preview the printed colours accurately, including many of the
spot colours. But you need a calibrated high end monitor for this, like for example this SpectraView Reference monitor
from NEC.

But today you can get a very good monitor

Once the monitor is calibrated to match

from a selection of specialist vendors like

Adobe RGB, for example, you can ask your

BenQ, Eizo and NEC, at reasonable prices.

design and retouch software to simulate

The price for such a high-end monitor

what the colours will look like in print by

typically includes calibration software and a

applying the ICC profile for that printer

colorimeter, as well as a hood to protect the

and ink/substrate combination. Your print

screen from disturbing ambient light and

service provider will know what this is, or

reflections.

should know if they are as colour savvy
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If you must convert spot colours to CMYK, don’t do it until the very last moment. The illustration shows the colour space
of single spot colours compared to that of conventional offset, and many spot colours are outside the gamut of CMYK.

as one would expect, and can supply it.

you flexibility. You can optimise your work

The small additional cost for a proper

at the last possible moment to get the most

softproofing monitor will soon pay for itself,

out of the print process used, even if you

since it provides a colour-accurate preview

change the substrate, ink or printer at a

of your artwork and will help you avoid

very late stage. This is called working in a

costly and annoying reprints in the future.

‘device-independent colour space’ while
the production intent is yet to be defined.

Applied colour
management saves time
and reduces waste

The colour conversion shouldn’t happen

Saving your original artwork, images and

used, has been decided. A practical way to

logos in a large gamut colour space gives

handle this is to do the colour conversions
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until both the actual printing process,
including which inks and substrate will be
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when exporting the artwork to a highresolution PDF. Just make sure that the spot
colours are preserved as pure spot colours
and not converted to CMYK, if you know
that the prints will be produced using real
spot colours. If in doubt, ask the prepress
department at the print firm how to do
it. However, they may prefer to get the
native files from you in order to make those
last-minute adjustments to the artwork
themselves.
There are some other adjustments
regarding, for example, trapping, overprint
and impositions that might be safer to hand
over to an experienced prepress operator.
But following our suggested guidelines
you have at least prepared your artwork
as best you can to allow for the job to be
printed in an optimised and successful way.
While colour management for digital print

The Digital Dots team specialises in
consulting and editorial for digital
prepress, printing and publishing
technologies. This includes research,
testing, evaluation and content
services for publishers, printers and
print buyers.
This second Wild Format Series is the
latest in a long line of educational
projects for graphic arts professionals,
including designers and content
originators. We also publish http://
spindrift.click, a subscriber supported
premium content website with readers
all over the world and a sharp focus on
technology.
We work on various ISO committees
developing standards for print production and the environment, and we are
accredited auditors for ISO 12647-2
and ISO 9001 in the UK and Sweden.
You can find out more about us at
http://digitaldots.org.

production can’t be said to be an easy task,
it’s not black magic nor is it impossible
to understand. Properly applied colour
management will give you peace of mind
that the colours you see on your calibrated
high-end monitor are what you can expect
in print, so you will save time, avoid
unnecessary trial-and-error activities, and
reduce wasted time and materials.
– Paul Lindström
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